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PROJECT DURATION

HOW WE
DID IT!

WHO GOAL

Rebel Media Agency Book more discovery
calls and strategy calls,
which could convert
into paying clients.

PROBLEM STATEMENT

Rebel Media Agency leverages LinkedIn's powerful targeting features to generate a steady stream of qualified leads. They begin
by crafting a detailed Ideal Customer Profile (ICP) to pinpoint their perfect client. Next, they utilize features like Sales

Navigator to identify and connect with these specific individuals on the platform. By crafting personalized messages that
resonate with the client's needs, Rebel Media Agency fosters meaningful connections and positions itself as a valuable solution

provider. This targeted outreach, combined with consistent direct messaging, allows them to build strong relationships and
convert high-potential leads into paying clients.

We want to specifically
target CEOs and
entrepreneurs who own
startup companies and
could use digital marketing
services as part of their
strategy.

1.5 months
and ongoing.

Strategy (Overview)

Foundation and Targeting:
The lead generation process
starts with creating an Ideal
Customer Profile (ICP), where
we analyze industry, company
size, job titles, decision-making
power, pain points, and
interests to identify ideal
clients. 

Outreach and Connection:
This ICP then guides us in
using LinkedIn Sales
Navigator, allowing us to
leverage its advanced search
filters to identify individuals
on the platform who align
precisely with our target
market.

Nurturing and Conversion:
Lastly, we personalize our
message and directly send
messages using the ICP
guides that address the
needs and pain points of the
recipients.

The First Phase The Second Phase The Third Phase



Use a targeted Linkedin automation campaign. 

Budget 

Solution

Final Outcome
We created 18 new appointments which turned into 10 sales calls who combined for
$40,000 in new business contracts. 

Location

United States 

N/A


